




AT A GLANCE…

Worldwide Charter Group is a full-
service aviation management and 
brokerage company, specializing in 
the lease and charter of aircraft to 
major national and international 
carriers, governments and tour 
operators.

We have built a loyal client base 
and have established ourselves as 
one of the premier charter 
brokerage companies for Hajj 
operations.



HAJJ is one of the largest 
annually occurring 
pilgrimages in the world and 
we have helped to transport 
tens of thousands of 
pilgrims to Mecca over the 
past 15 years. WCI has 
successfully provided ACMI 
and full-charters to multiple 
customers in the Muslim 
community.









SOME OF OUR PARTNERS…



PHASE ONE





Worldwide has had the privilege and opportunity to coordinate and assist in the

movement of pilgrims from many different countries, and across different

continents. This diversity of experience has strengthened and enhanced our skill

set in delivering premier aircraft and logistics solutions to our continuously growing

base of Hajj clients. Some of our pilgrimages included:

✓ Senegal Hajj (A330-300)

✓ Indian Hajj (B767-300, B767-200, A320)

✓ Burkina Faso (A340, B747, B767)

We ensure that our clients have a wide range of aircraft to choose from each year, 

offering them the best for their pilgrim allotments as efficient and cost effective as 

possible.

Our group and site representatives in partnership with our operations team, work

for months in advance to assist in securing discounted ground handling as well as crew 

hotels working seamlessly alongside our client’s GSAs and ground / transportation

teams.















WCG encourages all countries and 
Pilgrims Boards to celebrate their 
inaugural flights for Phase One each 
year.

We will assist in creating 
opportunities for opening 
ceremonies, ribbon cuttings and 
pictures.





Our diligence continues throughout the pilgrims stay in Saudi Arabia. Our staff and

representatives assist in pilgrims’ reception at the large and often chaotic Hajj departures

terminal in Jeddah to ensure bags are properly received, loaded and tagged, all pilgrims are

ticketed and accounted for, and to assist the weak, ill, and elderly who are often exhausted

after weeks away from home and are in need of additional support.

All operational details are observed by Worldwide Charter International to ensure flights are 

again properly filed, loaded, fueled, catered and depart on schedule, while coordinating ahead 

with arrival teams prepared d to receive the incoming pilgrims back in their home country.

Given the crowded and hectic nature of the Phase Two exodus, a greater degree of care and

oversight is needed to keep in communication with pilgrims' liaisons, group leaders and

transportation managers, ensure baggage is received and loaded, and to help crews

overcome some of the unavoidable delays imposed at the terminal due to backlogs caused

by other airlines or airport issues.

PHASE TWO













Worldwide Charter Group works

directly with local suppliers at all

stations to ensure all flights are

catered with local cuisine, to

ensure pilgrims dietary

preferences and requirements

are met.

CATERING



About Us

For years Worldwide Charters has been an industry name, known for its 

excellence in the delivery of top tier, reliable aviation services.  Whatever your 

project, whatever your need…our wide spectrum of products, services and 

solutions are designed to cover you from start to finish. 

❖ Charter Flights

❖ ACMI

❖ Leasing

❖ Airline Services

❖ Analysis & Consulting

❖ Program Management

❖ Logistics & Operations

❖ On-Site Representation



❖Best Price Policy- Worldwide Charters is committed to offering competitive pricing.  Our 
Best Price Policy ensure you receive the best, lowest  price and we will match comparable 
written offers.

❖Experience- Worldwide Charters has an exceptional sales team with over 75 years combined 
experience working in the aviation industry. Our support staff are known for excellence in 
assembling all charter logistics.

❖On-Site Representation-Worldwide Charters believes in a hands on approach for all charters.  
We offer on-site representatives available to meet with  your organization in person and will 
personally coordinate and oversee all last minute flight details.

❖Global Presence- WWC in partnership with our affiliates and suppliers offers industry contacts 
in locations across the globe – we’re anywhere you need us to be. 

❖Flexibility & Variety- Worldwide has the flexibility to accommodate any last minute equipment 
changes needed should aircraft size become an issue. We have access to a wide array of aircraft 
and can make arrangements or alterations on short notice.  

❖24/7 Availability- WWC is a 24/7, 365 operation.  We are always on-call to assist with any 
problems or concerns that may arise prior to or during your charter.  We ensure we are 
available to you every step of the way. 

Why Worldwide?

“Anyone can sell you a plane…Worldwide will sell you an experience”



Charters l Consulting l Incentive l Leasing

sales@worldwidecharterint.com

+1 (905) 687-1225

www.worldwidecharterint.com


